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Synopsis
Share in the joy of an unforgettable Green Gables Christmas - with all the feasts and treats that Anne would have enjoyed. This book shows you how to make these holiday customs of days gone by part of your own Christmas tradition. First a feature of Green Gable novels and art work is described and then you get detailed color "how-to" photos to make Green Gables items used (or would have been used) in the books. Beautiful glossy paper stock.
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Customer Reviews
This book has enchanting ideas to set you busily decorating your home for Christmas, it includes gifts to make for kindered spirits. Each item is beautifully pictured and has easy to follow instructions. The projects relate wonderfully to Anne and her friends at Green Gables inspiring you to make and bake the treasures. The Christmas treasury is definately something to cherish forever.

All Anne lovers will enjoy this beautiful book. It is filled with activities to really bring Dear Anne to life. My daughter is just delighted with this treasury.

Such a sweet book for all Anne of Green Gables lovers. I love everything about it!

I enjoyed reading through the book, but for the most part it didn't work for me. The ideas just weren't quite right.
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